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Determining Your Offerings and 
Their Pricing
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Your offerings need to be determined 
by first considering what your target 

audience will be attracted to.
Don’t add more options than needed.

Keep it simple: Paralysis by analysis
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Types of Offerings

•Membership
•Most often thought of as access to facility, 

equipment, and may include classes and other 
activities
•May also be status of monthly payments and what 

that allows. i.e. monthly group fitness membership 
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Types of Offerings

•One-on-One Personal Training
•While some clubs have moved away from this for 

small groups, for most, it is still the heart of the 
training department.
•Offers the most personal attention and programming
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Types of Offerings

• Semiprivate and Small-Group Training
•The financial crisis in 2008 pushed semiprivate and 

small groups to the forefront due to their lower price
• Shared exercise experiences creates camaraderie
•Offers peer accountability
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Types of Offerings

•Group Fitness Workouts (Classes?)
• Lower price option (usually)
• Shared exercise experiences creates camaraderie
•Offers peer accountability
• Larger group generates more energy
•Can be a feeder to personal training
•Must clearly differentiate from small group training
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Types of Offerings

•Boot Camps
•While they are Group Fitness, can be (and maybe 

should be) marketed separately
•Perception:
•Very challenging
•Big results
•Great group bonding
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Types of Offerings

• Specific Goal-Oriented Programs
• Specific goals such as weight loss, run a 5K, ski 

conditioning, etc.
•A limited duration (6-12wks) that aids commitment
•Typically, has pre and post program assessments to 

document results
•May be a combination of offerings (i.e. individual and 

group meetings/workouts)
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Types of Offerings
•Other Sources of Income
•Online on demand workouts
•Nutritional coaching
•Massage 
•Childcare
•Pro shop
• Juice bar
•Etc.
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Bootstrappers Note

•Many of these offerings fall into the “Nice to have” 
category.
• Start with just a few programs that will be most 

meaningful to your target market
•Additional programs mean additional cost and 

management
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

Pricing is an art: there are a lot of factors and there is no 
one way to do it. That said, things that come into play are:
• Your operating expenses: if what you charge does not 

allow you to cover your operating expenses, you need to 
charge more.
•Target market: are they affluent, low-income, or 

somewhere in between?
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

• Local demographics 
•Are there enough of your target market within a 5-8 

mile radius?
•Competition
•What do the businesses that offer what you do 

charge?
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

•Competition
•What do the businesses that offer what you do 

charge?
•The competition may have set public perception of 

value
•Can you justify charging more?
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

• Your Unique Selling Proposition
•How do you differentiate yourself from the 

competition?
•Price
• Your offerings
•Quality
•Experience
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

•Perceived Value
•What people believe your service to be worth
•Again, maybe competition has created a certain 

level of perceived value
• It will take educating the public to break out of that 

perceived value level.
•Note* positive experiences will always increase 

percieved value
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

• Your Own Believed Value
•What do you believe your time/work to be worth?
•While you could be deluding yourself, if you are not 

making what you believe you are worth, you will 
resent what you are doing.
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

• Your Time
•How much time are putting into work and are you 

able to make what you want within that time?
•Time is finite.
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Pricing and Factors That Effect It

•Online teaching and training
•All of those factors that effect the price for your 

offerings are still the same for live streaming.
•The value to the member/client is the same… So… 

the pricing should be the same!
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Packages, Discounts, and Billing

Packages: 
•Common belief* Every new sales opportunity is time 

for members/clients to rethink if they want to continue 
or not.
•Packages and auto-billing (i.e.EFT) were created to 

temporarily or permanently delay that decision.
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Packages, Discounts, and Billing

Packages: 
•What’s the right size? 10, 24, 48 sessions?
•Monthly sessions package? (i.e. 2/week/month)
•Missed sessions?
•Maybe small group only
•Maybe “up to” ___ sessions/week with no carry 

over
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Packages, Discounts, and Billing

Discounts: 
•Most often, these packages (or auto-billing) are 

accompanied with discounts as incentive to purchase. 
•What is the downside to discounting?
•Who really needs the discount?
•Thoughts?
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Packages, Discounts, and Billing

Billing: 
•Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is is the automatic 

process of electronically moving funds from one bank 
account directly to another without without the 
involvement of bank employees
•Automatic Credit or Debit card charges
•Pay as you go
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Pricing Recommendations

•Membership
•What is included?
•How does that compare to competition?
•How many members? Exclusivity?
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Pricing Recommendations

• Initiation or enrolment fee (“processing fee”)
•According to Thomas Plummer (2007) “should be 

equal to one month’s dues, but no more than $89”
•No real processing costs these days
•More of a negotiating or sales option tool
•May pay for joining gifts 
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Pricing Recommendations
•Personal training from an owner perspective
•National average cost to client/hr = $60.75 (in 2015)
•What do you need/want to make per session
•What % of fee will you take (average 40-60%)… 15%?
• Start with 60-minute session pricing
•30-minute session = 60-70% of hourly
•45-minute session = maybe… 30-minute price plus ½ 

the difference between 30 & 60-minute price
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Pricing Recommendations

• Semi-private and small group training
•More challenging to deliver than one on one, so 

trainer should be compensated more, otherwise, 
what’s the incentive for them
•Club can choose to make a smaller % or increase total 

session price
• Increasing the session price by increasing the sum of 

its parts 
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Pricing Recommendations

•Group fitness classes *If not included in membership
•Perspective: 30 years ago they averaged $10/class
•Also 10 class cards with discount (still used by many)
•Average group fitness instructor compensation 

(2015) was $27.50/hr class
•How many participants do you need and at what 

price to cover that and the profit you hope to make?
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Pricing Recommendations

• Specific goal-oriented programs (i.e. 8 wk My First 5k)
•These are typically a bundling of offerings
• Lower price?
•All inclusive convenience 
•Recommendation? Price the sum of its parts 
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Determining Your Offerings and Their Pricing

• It starts with your target market
•Determine what offerings they will be most attracted to
•Don’t create too many options
•Pricing offerings is an art with no one way to set them
•Consider all the pricing variables and make an educated 

guess… you can always modify later. (hint, err on the 
higher side)
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Upcoming Discussions: Learning & Applying 
Business Skills
•Determining Your Offerings and Their Pricing✓
•Developing Forms and Contracts
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